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Section 1
Evaluating and Gathering Research

This section offers a variety of methods for evaluating and conducting online research, focusing on the problems involved in finding trustworthy information. The chapters in this section focus on evaluating scientific arguments, connecting with information experts, cultivating a beneficial digital ethos in research documents, and evaluating what is often hidden—how websites use our data for research purposes.
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Section 2

Evaluating Digital Ethos and Online Credibility in Medical Contexts

Because the number of people who desire access to health information continues to grow (and the amount of health information available to those people continues to grow as well), this section offers advice for assessing the credibility of online health information. Considering that many people around the world lack access to adequate health care but can easily access online health information, this section offers a range of advice that is very important for a wide audience to consider.
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Section 3

Addressing Anonymity in Digital Realms

Much advice on evaluating online information hinges on determining the author of a source, then making judgments about the credibility of that author’s credentials. However, a vast amount of the digital information we encounter has no discernible author, much less an author whose background and credentials are readily available for evaluation. This section examines the benefits and drawbacks of anonymity with regard to establishing digital credibility, and it offers strategies for assessing information on sites where anonymity reigns.
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Section 4

Reconciling Individual and Group Ethos

This section examines the different impacts that individual ethos can have on how we access, assess, share, and build online information. The chapters in this section all focus on different digital sites and genres, but each one sheds light on the importance of negotiating the relationship between individual and group ethos by illustrating the specific benefits and drawbacks of acknowledging—or effacing—individual ethos in different contexts.
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